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ITEM 4 REPORTS 
4(d) Parish Clerk – Situation Report 
Damaged Cadeby Lane and Rectory Lane street nameplates: In hand with the Borough Council who are responsible 
for street nameplates. 
Market Place litter bins: HBBC’s open space team cannot provide a service to empty litter bins on Sundays. They do 
not have the resources to cover parishes as well as Hinckley Town Centre. Earl Shilton and Barwell no longer receive a 
town centre Sunday service. MBPC may need more litter bins in the Market Place (frustrating given that those on the 
opposite side of the road often remain unused and the PC is trying to declutter town furniture and signage).  
Haven Road hedge: Highways have confirmed the site has been assessed again and a letter has been sent to the 
landowner requesting that the hedge be cut back from the pavement. 
Station Road undergrowth: Highways have confirmed that the undergrowth of the hedges on Station Road has been 
sent for action to the relevant department and has been added to the ‘edging back’ programme for this year. ‘Edging 
back’ is termed to cut and remove grass/nettles under hedgerows along footpaths/footways to alleviate the issue of 
narrow footway width. Highways are unable to give a date as to when this will be done as there are so many in the 
county with similar issues. 
Sutton Lane culvert / pothole:  Highways have implemented an emergency temporary traffic regulation order to close 
Sutton Lane for a period of up to 21 days from 28.10.19 to enable repairs to be carried out.  
Market Place setts: The contractor appointed to carry out remedial works had pulled out due to heavy work load and 
other commitments. An alternative contractor had been appointed – Glympton Construction – and works authorised 
to be done on 28 & 29/10/19 at a cost of £495 per day. 
Covert anti-dog fouling CCTV cameras: Anti-dog fouling CCTV was put up in the parish during the last week of October. 
HBBC could not tell the Parish Council where it is for Data protection reasons. Some of the sites put forward by the 
Parish Council have been deemed as unsuitable. For fines to be issued, the person walking the dog must be identified 
and there must also be footage of the dog actually fouling.   
Grant applications: 4 x grant applications have been received to date, on time for the 1 November deadline. The 
finance group to look at these as part of the budget preparation. (Bowling Club, MBCL, Aspect Magazine, Bosworth in 
Bloom). 
Civic Reception: To date, 20 people had accepted invitations to the Civic Reception.  
Dates for the diary: 07.11.19 Town Centre Licence meeting with HBBC (Clerk and Cllr N Palmer to attend); 12.11.19 
Finance working party meeting; 18.11.19 Legionella inspection to be carried out at the toilet block; 25.11.19 Christmas 
tree to be erected in the Market Place 
 
4(f) Tourism matters 
With regards to the Bosworth 1485 Sculpture Trail, the Parish Council has been invited to suggest any meetings or 
events that might present a suitable opportunity for the Project Manager to speak with appropriate people in respect 
of developing funding bids and preparing for installation of the sculptures and launch of the trail. 
 
 

ITEM 6 PLANNING MATTERS 
6(a) Planning applications determined 
19/00625/DEEM Ambion Court, Southfield Way, demolition of the existing sheltered flats and the construction of 24 
sheltered flats (for the over 60s) and three bungalows with associated car parking and landscaping. Permitted.  
19/00933/HOU 137 The Park, increase the height of existing boundary brick piers, new gate and side access door 
within boundary wall. Permitted. 
 
6(b) Planning application comments submitted under delegated powers 
19/01103/HOU 32 Northumberland Avenue, two storey rear extension with balconies, roof alterations, dormer 
windows and extension above garage. No comments. 
 
6(c) To note and comment on new planning applications 
White House, 22 Park Street, fell 1 x Birch and 1 x Maple and 20-25% crown reduction to 1 x Yew. 
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(The application form states that the birch is dying and dangerous; the maple is too close to the house and potentially 
dangerous and blocks light; the yew needs to be shaped for better visual impact). 
 
Noted: 19/00704/HOU Barn B Common Farm, Barton Road which was refused permission on 13.09.19 has gone to 
appeal, reference APP/K2420/D/19/3237613. 

 
 
ITEM 7 MEMORIAL GARDEN 
7(a) To agree next steps in respect of progressing the landscape project 
The colour options for the clock dial project as chosen at the last PC meeting were put to the stained-glass specialist 
for a quotation. The specialist responded that on further consideration she would prefer not to be involved in the 
project. Her company specialises in leaded light / real glass – not safety / toughened glass or other alternatives – and 
she has serious safety concerns about the project, pointing out that the individual pieces of glass required to fit the 
pattern of the clock face would be far too big to be safe for an outdoor sculpture and could be easily smashed, and 
that it would be better to break the pieces into smaller sections but that could look messy and lose the clock face 
design. She recommended an alternative specialist who specialises in toughened glass.  
 
The Clerk spoke with the toughened glass specialist. The specialist explained that the company makes toughened and 
laminated glass which is very tough such as is used in shopping centres. The glass would withstand things being thrown 
at it but not a hard whack with a hammer. The process involves a layer of film. The largest film panels are 1500mm in 
size. Due to the size of the clock face they would therefore have to make the glass element in more than one part. She 
explained that not only will the original clock face need to be cleaned, repaired and smartened up, but a second clock 
face will need to be made to match the original in order to slide the toughened glass panel between them. It is not 
possible to simply fix a glass panel to the face (the glass specialist approached in the first instance advised the same). 
She also explained that they do not do installation. They would simply make the toughened glass panel and we would 
need a specialist in ironwork to fix it between the 2 x clock faces. She gave an approximate ball-park figure of £2,000 
for the toughened glass face. 
 
We therefore need to seek quotations from an ironwork specialist to see if the original clock face can be repaired and 
if so, how much it would be, and to ask him to make a second face to match the original, plus a stand to put it all on. 
The glass specialist guessed the whole project could cost at least around £10,000. 
 
There was mixed feedback from the working group as to whether this project should be pursued or not given the cost, 
other priorities and the fact that the wooden sculpture on which the clock face is to shine is likely to need replacing 
within 5 - 10 years. Ongoing maintenance and insurance costs could also be costly.  
 
Decision to be made: What should the next steps be with regards to the project?  
Considerations: progress the clock dial project or not? Seek quotations from local iron work specialists or not? Seek 
quotations for the path as a starter then review?  
 
7(b) To approve the quotation obtained to replace the stone finials on the entrance gates 
The Parish Council previously approved a quotation earlier in the year to replace the stone finials on the entrance 
gates for £1,386.00 subject to a successful grant application to the HBBC Environmental Improvement Fund for 50/50 
funding. The quotation was based on photographs and was subject to a site visit to clarify details.  The grant application 
was successful and HBBC agreed to part fund the finials with a donation of £677.00.  
 
The Clerk subsequently organised a site meeting with the contractor and costs have now been confirmed. The 
contractor advised that caps as well as finials are required on the pillars. The contractor also advised that there are 3 
finial sizes to choose from. Amended quotations have therefore been submitted to include the cost of replacement 
caps and to show the different finial options. Full details distributed separately to councillors for information and 
decision. 
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7(c) To confirm ‘no dog’ signage 
It was agreed at the last Parish Council Meeting that dogs should not be permitted on the Parish Field or in the 
Memorial Garden and that similar signs should be put up accordingly at the entrance to the Memorial Garden from 
Park Street/The Park/Rectory Lane as well as at the entrance to the Parish Field. 
 
Research in to sign options has brought other considerations to light which need to be agreed on before a final order 
can be placed: 

• Are guide dogs to be permitted or not? 

• A ‘no dog’ sign on its own on the entrance gate to the Memorial Garden could appear unwelcoming, something 
which would conflict with the fact that the Memorial Garden has been upgraded to encourage visitors. The 
Parish Council may wish to combine information about dogs into a more welcoming sign which generally 
encourages people to visit the Garden instead of deterring them. 

• It should be noted that the Parish Council has never received any complaints about dog fouling in the Parish 
Field or Memorial Garden from either the public or the contractors, despite the fact that dog walkers often 
cut through because they enjoy the walk through the Garden and field rather than on the pavement. Perhaps 
the sign could request people to keep dogs on a lead rather than say no dogs at all. 

• Attached to the emailed agenda for councillors is a copy of the sign at the entrance to the cemetery. Perhaps 
something similar could be made for the Memorial Garden and Parish Field. It was originally thought that the 
contractors who made the heritage panels could be appointed to make entrance boards but costs could be 
prohibitive and there is nowhere outside the Garden to place large boards therefore something fixed on the 
gate may be more practical and cost effective. Parish Council assets should have information contact boards 
in situ anyway. 

 
Recommendation: that the working party give this further thought and bring proposed wording and colour scheme to 
the next Parish Council Meeting. Costs could be met out of S106 monies due which HBBC has agreed can be spent on 
‘new projects’ at the site (£1,299). 
 
  

ITEM 8 MARKET PLACE REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT – PHASE II 
The report below outlining the phase II project works involved is submitted by Leicestershire County Council Highways 
Department. The detailed costs relating to each element are distributed separately and confidentially to Parish 
Councillors for consideration. The total costs amount to £91,500, £63,135 of which would be payable by HBBC, 
£28,365.00 by the PC as per the sums available from the Developing Communities Fund Grant already awarded. 
 

Phase 2 – Market Bosworth 

Existing Materials Investigation 

• Ground radar survey 

• Geotechnical survey 

• Lighting survey 

Note: require a minimum 12-week lead in period for a road closure to undertake Geotechnical survey 

Risk: The programme is starting during the winter months and weather will be the main risk that could affect the 

programme. 

Deliverable  
❖ Report on findings 
❖ Findings to be reflected in Budget Cost Options 
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Phasing Approach 

• Breakdown the potential elements 

• Establish influential factors  

• Establish what needs to be done together and what can be done in isolation 

• Establish what trade off and where the physical design can be split 

• Produce best order of works  

• Establish number of phases 

• Itemise Phases and works to be undertaken 

• Lease with Parish  

• Lease with HBBC  

• Finalise Phase of works  

• Produce final Phasing concept plans  

• Use phasing for the costing process 

Deliverable  
❖ Phasing options concept plans 
❖ Phasing options to be reflected in Budget Cost Options 

 

Parking strategy 
 
This needs to be approached with a fixed goal in mind and that once we engage in the consultation process we are 

not going to be making fundamental changes.  

• On-street –  
o Review parking bay control i.e. 1-2 hour wait non-return 1 hour or 2 hours 
o Review parking permits   
o Review and any necessary amendments to restrictions due to proposed concept changes to road 

layout 
o Single & double yellow road marking review  
o Parking survey – to be undertake on a neutral week. – key streets For Base line.  (Proposed Feb – 

April) 
o Establish any cost of displacement – e.g. if the parking strategy is to be phased to allow for impact 

monitoring of the proposed layout. 
o Compile Strategy report  
o Compile preliminary on-street road marking layout 

 

• Off-street – car park areas to be covered by HBBC – allowed for liaison with HBBC – Parking charges should 
not have a detrimental effect on, on-street parking. Formulate Strategy capturing HBBC views. 

 
Deliverable  

❖ Parking Strategy 
❖ General Consultation results 
❖ Preliminary Road marking layout  
❖ Parking strategy to be capture in final budget Cost  

 
 

Signing strategy  
o 20mph / 30mph signing – (speed review base line – any additional measures required) inc review for 

additional refuge at The Park / Rectory Lane & Park St – concept layout  
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o Due to new one-way new signing in the centre – direction / one-way signing   
o Any Temporary signing e.g. for parking for echelon parking etc 
o Review of cycle / walking / tourism / directional / diversion signing 
o Review of existing and establish proposed prohibitions  
o Parking signing – restrictions, loading / parking control 
o Compile Signing Strategy report  
o Compile preliminary signing layout 

Deliverable  
❖ Signing Strategy 
❖ General Consultation results 
❖ Preliminary signing layout 
❖ Any new speed features or crossing points as a result of 20/30mph strategy 
❖ Signing Strategy to be capture in final budget Cost  

 
Picady Model 

• Undertake traffic turning counts at the key 4/5 junctions  
o Station Rd /Main St  /Back Lane / Market Place 
o Sutton Lane / Rectory Lane  
o Shenton Lane / Market Place  
o Main St / Park St  
o Park St / The Park / Rectory Lane 

 

  
 
• Collate the traffic counts  
• Table the traffic turning counts / flows and diagrams 
• Establish new layout distribution / growth 
• Establish junction geometry 
• Undertake Picady Junction Analysis – current & proposed 
• Produce a report on the results  

 

Deliverable  
❖ Junction Analysis Report 
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ITEM 9 MOWING OF CEMETERY FIELD 
At the October Parish Council Meeting it was agreed that an item for discussion at the November meeting should be 
to review the frequency of the mowing schedule for the cemetery field. Cllr N Palmer has proposed that the Council 
should consider reducing the number of cuts to save money and benefit wildlife. His rationale is distributed separately 
with the agenda to councillors. 
 
 

ITEM 11 STATION ROAD SPEED TABLE 
Highways’ maintenance team has carried out patch repairs to make the existing speed table safe, replacing chipped 
and loose parts with tarmac.  
 
Related to this, back in December 2018, Cllr J Wasteney raised a request not only for the speed table to be repaired 
but also for it to be removed completely, and the surface underneath made good, following verbal complaints to 
Councillors from residents who live near to the speed table (no formal complaints about the speed table have been 
submitted to the Parish Council).  The request for removal was referred to the Asset Management Team since when 
nothing has been heard. For the speed table to be removed completely the Asset Management Team would be 
required to carry out speed surveys and ascertain whether there is a need to remove the table, a job which would be 
low priority and could take some time. Does the Parish Council wish the Clerk to pursue this matter? (Job Ref Webform 
FS98700146 / Ref HMS 733148). 

 
 
ITEM 12 HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY AND HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT 
The Parish Council is required to regularly review its health and safety policy / procedures to meet insurance 
requirements. The current policy and policy statement were adopted in 2016 and are due a review by the existing 
council. The documents are distributed separately with the agenda. 
 
 

ITEM 14 FINANCES 
14(a)  Insurance policy 
Background 
The Parish Council is currently insured with Hiscox through the insurance broker Came & Company.  The Parish Council 
has been in a 3- year agreement which expires on 10 December 2019. Prior to that it was in a 3-year agreement with 
Aviva, also through Came & Company. Quotations have been sought to renew the insurance from Came & Company 
(who have submitted 3 quotations), BHIB Councils (a local broker who has submitted one quotation), and Zurich. 
 
The quotations have been based on the existing schedule which lists physical assets in categories as follows: Total 
buildings; gates and fences; fixed outside equipment; street furniture; war memorials; playground equipment; sports 
surfaces; other surfaces; rent receivable.  

 
The insurance also covers elements such as public and products liability, employee liability, officials and trustees 
liability, legal protection, fraud, contents, toilet block, equipment breakdown, personal accident, loss of income, etc.  
 
The 2018-19 premium was £1,310.68. 

 
Close comparison of the quotations reveals they are not like-for-like as the different companies offer different levels 
of cover therefore it is not necessarily best to go for the cheapest option. It is also evident it would be beneficial to 
provide a comprehensive register of assets in order for the companies to provide quotations which accurately meet 
the Parish Council’s requirements, to ensure adequate cover and avoid room for argument as to whether something 
is insured or not in the event of it being damaged or stolen etc. It was agreed at the October Parish Council meeting 
that an exercise should be carried out prior to renewal in 2020, identifying purchase and replacement costs and double 
checking what the Parish Council currently lists as being on its Register of Assets.  
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Quotations and a recommendation as to which might be considered as the preferred option have been distributed to 
councillors with the agenda separately. 
 
 

ITEM 15 CORRESPONDENCE 
15(a) Diversion of footpath S70  
Information has been distributed separately to all councillors for consideration. 
 
15(b) Miscellaneous correspondence 
Request for information from a member of the public in respect of budget and precept setting going back to the 
financial year 2015-16. 
Highways – information relating to temporary traffic regulation orders affecting Sutton Lane and Coton Bridge Lane. 
HBBC – Temporary Event Notification applications relating to sale of alcohol at various events in Market Bosworth 
(Rugby World Cup games – Dixie Arms; Christmas Market in December). 
Invitation to comment on the independent Strategic Environmental Report which has been recently completed on 
behalf of Newbold Verdon Parish Council. 
Miscellaneous journals and newsletters. 


